1. Why did you choose to study Medicinal Chemistry? I was good at Chemistry and I liked it. Medicinal Chemistry gives me good options as I want to become a doctor (I plan to write the MCAT) or go into pharmacy.

2. Why did you choose to join the LLC? Since my program is such a new program I wanted to be near people in similar courses so we could help each other learn.

3. What have you gotten out of the LLC? Study sessions have helped a lot. My Peer Leader, Keith, even asked a professor for some advice on a Physics lab report and then explained the lab report expectations to me.

4. What is your Peer Leader like? My Peer Leader is ready to help us out however he can. He asks what we need and how he can help. Plus he gives us free candy!

5. What are some LLC events you’ve been to? I went to a Physics study session where we studied together and there were upper-year students there to help us. I also met a few profs at an event where I could talk one-on-one with them and find out what some of my future classes will be like.

6. Have you met students from other programs? Yes, I think I’ve met people from every program. This is good because sometimes you need a break from thinking about school.

7. What is living in Ron Eydt Village like? Living in REV has helped me learn to understand people better, think of the needs of others, and has helped me become more mature.